Now Even More Reliable
Yanmar’s already enjoys a reputation for superior starting characteristics. Now with an ECU-controlled common rail direct-injection system to assure more precise fuel delivery and control and a superior exhaust treatment system, you get increased fuel economy, reduced emissions and improved performance over a wide range of applications.

Final Tier 4
Building off the proven TNV design, Yanmar has achieved superior exhaust emissions thanks to common rail direct-injection, exhaust gas recirculation, precise ECU engine control and a diesel particulate filter. Yanmar engines are compliant with EPA Tier 4 and EU stage III B exhaust emissions regulations.

Better Fuel Efficiency, Fewer Emissions
Yanmar already enjoys a reputation for superior starting characteristics. Now with an ECU-controlled common rail direct-injection system to assure more precise fuel delivery and control and a superior exhaust treatment system, you get increased fuel economy, reduced emissions and improved performance over a wide range of applications.